and hence (6) holds for every sufficiently large fixed k. Now put in (5) or Xgl/w (with X = 0 if ^r n = oo).
The mean density function is DÇK): Z5(X) = [flD (x) DEFINITION. Let A be a region of the s-plane (s~cr+it) containing points with arbitrarily large real part, and F(s) a function holomorphic in A. Let n be a positive integer, {dk} a sequence of complex numbers, and p n (x) a function increasing to infinity such that for s in A and for x sufficiently large A n (a) decreases to zero as <r -» oo (n à 1);
DEFINITION. The function ^F(s) is represented asymptotically in a region A containing points with arbitrarily large real part by ]C*°«i<4e~x** with respect to the asymptotic sequence {A n (p)} if there exists a real number <ro independent of n such that One may assume that p n (<r) is a decreasing function of n for each <r. For if (1) is satisfied with right-hand member e~"
Hence if (2) is satisfied for any integer n, it is satisfied also for any smaller integer (D'(K) is a decreasing function of X). Thus (iv) is satisfied for all n^ 1. The hypotheses of Theorem I are then sufficient in order that the conclusion of Mandelbrojt's fundamental theorem [l, p. 357] may hold for n è 1 :
where A is independent of n % depending on the sequence {X n } and an upper bound on F in A (it is clear from (1) that F is bounded in A), and where
It follows from Mandelbrojt's inequalities on A* [l, p. 353] that if lim inf nH .oo(X w +i-X n )=A>0, there exists a number J3=J3(ft, D') such that log A*^5X» for n sufficiently large. Hence 
By (8) and the definition of the h m (s) t for each w^l,
The operator ITjlTo^Cl-^2Aj) is evidently equivalent to ZX -!^-1 )' 0^-02 '* the °)m bein g the coefficients in the Taylor's expansion of ïlr-io^a-^A 2 -)-Since we have (Lr^-l)'^2')
w (£r-o<-l)*ft.-I> u ff(*)) = Z«"=o(-l)"4 M)^2 "^) = 0, these being equations (12). This is a system of m differential equations of finite order with constant coefficients. In order to satisfy the first of these equations, h m (s) must be a linear combination of powers ±\<LS, ±A 3 (1- 
where X n = log R n >0, from which the lemma follows. It will be sufficient, then, to show that hypothesis (iv') of Theorem II implies (iv) of Theorem I, with (2a) replacing (2). 
